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“GIJINKA The World Grand-Prix of Cosplay 2014” 
The World Cosplay Summit executive committee (Chair of the executive committee: WCS, Inc. 

representative director Tokumaru Oguri) and Cosplayers Archive, SNS (Social Networking Service) of 

Cosplay are pleased to announce “GIJINKA The World Grand-Prix of Cosplay 2014”, the official 

planning of World Cosplay Summit, will be held. GIJINKA means anthropomorphism in English. 

  “GIJINKA The World Grand-Prix of Cosplay 2014”, 

participants create an original anthropomorphism character, 

the plan of the contest form which creates and enters the 

cosplay costumes. This is the second time of the event. The 

Grand Prix is determined by cosplay lovers who have 

participated in Cosplayers Archive, the cosplayers and special 

judge’s vote.  

In “GIJINKA The World Grand-Prix of Cosplay 2013” last 

year, sweets, such as ice cream and Mont Blanc, and the work     Grand-Prix ‘13            Runner-up ‘13 

on the theme of living things, such as a goldfish and a hydrangea are chosen as a Grand Prix.   

Creative group cosplayers brought a wonderful result which can demonstrate creative soul and delusion 

power.   

While preparing the theme of an original anthropomorphism section like last year, the section on the 

theme of “anthropomorphism of a sewing machine" which is the tie-up with Brother Industries, Ltd. was 

newly added. It is a close relation with a cosplayer, an indispensable item that makes cosplay costumes.  

How do you anthropomorphism a sewing machine?  It is expected that the works being full of originality 

gathering more than last year. 
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